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Abstract: In different materials, orientationally-controlled assembling of building blocks 
results into the developing of different anisotropic particles. These trends are more 
pronounced in atoms of metallic nature when in their certain transition state. Their 
monolayer assembly is vital as it forms the tiny particles. When triangle-shaped packets 
of nano-energy were supplied by a source of certain arrangement to that formed 
compact monolayer assembly, atoms bound into their shapes. Joined triangle-shaped 
tiny particles developed when tuned bipolar pulses were examined. For each case, they 
separated into two tiny particles while force-exertion under a bit non-uniform manner to 
electrons of atoms forming the contact-point between them. At controlled electronically-
flat solution surface, re-crystallization state atoms of tiny particles elongate equally. 
Electrons of left-side and right-side at centre of their atoms experience uniform exertion 
of surface force exerting along their opposite poles. Thus, atoms of 1D-arrays convert 
into structures of smooth elements. Such structures of smooth elements flatten further 
by the travelling photons of different forcing energies. Originally, binding of solid-atoms 
should be considered under the execution of confined inter-state electron-dynamics in 
grounded-format. Nevertheless, tiny particles developed in such structures of smooth 
elements pack as a one-unit to assemble them at common-point where force-exertion 
remains in an immersing-format. In different regions of solution surface, structures of 
smooth elements when nucleate a shaped mono-layer of developing particle, unfilled 
regions are filled precisely by the afterward arriving structures of smooth elements, 
which is not in the case of a distorted particle. For lateral-wise adherence of structures 
of smooth elements to above mono-layer, each mono-layer of developing particle of 
anisotropic shape deals localized gravity and to complete the process of development.  
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1. Introduction 
Synthesizing material for a specific application has always been remained crucial and at 
the frontier of materials science. Many research papers are published on materials’ 
syntheses with special emphasis on the size and shape of the particles. As the scale of 
materials is shrinking, new perspectives and insights are also emerging. They open new 
avenues of thinking and knowledge, shedding light on more depth understanding. The 
structure evolution along with developing structures of different geometry and 
anisotropy is taken as a promising future’s research areas. New tools and approaches 
make possible to observe structure of materials at both nanoscale and atom-scale. 
Visualization and observation of materials at high-magnification are possible since long. 
There are numerous high-resolution transmission microscopy images available in the 
literature showing the individual dynamics of amalgamated atoms along with their 
elongation and deformation behaviors.  
In different areas of materials research, it has been continuously pointed out that 
tiny-sized cluster (tiny particle) is a molecular-like structure or nanocrystal but it has 
been suggested that they are the structures developed on amalgamation of atoms as 
per attained dynamics following by binding of those atoms under their significant 
electron-dynamics [1-5]. However, in those studies, the development mechanism of the 
building block (for large-sized particles) is remained challenging to understand. From 
another point of view, different analyses techniques indicate a bit different trends of 
appeared peaks of a ‘tiny grains carbon film’ [6]. Atoms of carbon switch phase for 
forming grains and particles under a small variation of the localized processing 
conditions [7]. An atom is said to be in original state, either solid or gas, when it doesn’t 
work for the change of its force-energy behavior [8]. Gold atoms dissociated from the 
precursor under the supply of heat energy [9]; they uplifted to solution surface under the 
reaction of entering forcing energy of traveling photons along with electrons (of splitted 
inert gas atoms) carried by the photons. Binding of different states carbon atoms 
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showed different inter-state electron-dynamics [10]. A study of on the influence of 
chamber pressure on the morphology-structure of carbon films was investigated where 
typical energies arriving near/at the substrate surface are remained critical [11]. 
Depositing hard coatings on different substrates is because of oppositely working force-
energy behaviors of different gas- and solid-natured atoms [12]. Atoms of none of the 
elements ionize, however, under certain conditions either elongate or deform [13]. 
Neutral state silicon atom undertakes confined inter-state dynamics where heat energy 
is processed for photon energy [14]. Atoms of different formats when execute confined 
inter-state electron-dynamics, a conservative force is involved to engage binding energy 
in evolving their structures [15].      
There are numerous studies available in the literature discussing the mechanisms 
involving development of tiny-sized particles and their coalescence into large-sized 
particles along with possible applications. Tiny clusters of gold behave like simple 
chemical compounds, which can deliver vast applications in the areas of molecular 
electronics, catalysis and sensors [16]. The special features of nanocrystals indicate 
their utilization in designing advanced materials [17]. Tiny particles oscillate collectively 
on trapping the energetic electrons [18]. Nanoparticles technology has the potential to 
fabricate new small electronic devices [19]. Self-assembly of tiny particles provides 
route to develop intricate shapes of particles [20]. A big hurdle is the assembling of 
nanoparticles at preferred sites in designing the complex functional structures [21]. To 
assemble building blocks in certain shape is a current challenge [22]. On attaining 
useful assembling of colloidal nanoparticles into various structures, the atoms and 
molecules will become the materials of tomorrow [23]. Prior to the developing of 
nanoparticles into ordered arrays, understanding of dynamics is essential [24]. Precise 
control on surface properties of nanoparticles will help in designing their assemblies to 
higher-order structures [25]. Tiny particles are molecular-like structures and certain 
numbers of atoms form hcp structure [26]. For certain nanomedicine usage, tiny-sized 
particles comprised atoms of certain elements which can be defective due to the nature 
of their comprised atoms [27]. To progress research efforts, one should not only 
consider structure to discuss the entropy and geometry but dynamics also [28]. Besides 
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disordered jammed configuration, there are also metrics capable to characterize the 
order of packing [29]. 
 A significant number of studies are also available on employed plasma solution-
based technologies in synthesizing particles of different sizes and shapes where the 
physical and chemical aspects of plasma have been described; in the synthesis of 
nanoparticles, the transfer of charge depends on the nature of discharge [30]; at 
constant input current, the electron flux remains the same at the surface of solution [31] 
where electrons of plasma transform H radicals into H2 while OH radicals into H2O2 
resulting into lower the pH of solution [32]; the influence of Brownian motion along with 
surface charge of nanoparticles explains their stability [33]; in nanomaterials synthesis 
at plasma–liquid interface, many physical and chemical processes take place [34]. In 
atmospheric-pressure plasmas in contact to solution, the electrons are being produced 
and their concentration can be controlled under the variation of penetration depth and 
current density [35]. Those studies along with others remained helpful to explore the 
view presented and discussed here.  
This study presents a detailed process of developing monolayer triangle-shaped tiny 
particles, which is possible for atoms of suitable elements when they are in the certain 
transition state. Here, the basic idea of developing such building blocks is discussed. In 
different referred processes of developing anisotropic particles, atoms of suitable 
metallic elements appear to deal such tiny-shaped particles. Elongation of atoms of 
one-dimensional (1D)-arrays of such tiny particles along with localized gravity of a 
shaped mono-layer developing particle is discussed. Study further sheds light on the 
separation of joined triangle-shaped tiny particles while resting at electronically-flat 
surface. To explain the process, a building block of gold atoms is taken as a model.  
 
2. Results and discussion 
A monolayer tiny particle developed at solution surface having electronically-flat 
surfaces deals the exertion of uniform force in surface-format [3]. But, an evolution of 
structure for suitable atoms of electron transitions should be considered in their 
respective format of exerting forces [15]; structure evolves under the execution of 
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confined inter-state electron-dynamics. However, atoms of different carbon states form 
structures under the execution of partially non-confined or fully non-confined inter-state 
electron-dynamics depend on the physical attribute of their state [10]. However, 
structure evolution in neutral state atoms involves the conserved behavior of exerting 
forces where it also engages the conserved binding energy [15]. But, solid-natured 
atoms which evolve structures under the execution of confined inter-state electron-
dynamics can also develop their structures when in transitional-state at required-leveled 
solution surface under the supply of suitable amount of energy. This is the case of gold-
atoms as well. They can develop tiny-sized particles and large-sized particles along with 
their different anisotropic shapes. Therefore, suitable solid-natured atoms when are in 
the re-crystallization state at certain level of ground surface, they first form monolayer 
assembly at electronically-flat surface. They bind under a tuned nano-energy. 
Atoms of 1D-arrays of such tiny particles deal force-exertions for their electrons in 
the surface-format at required-level solution surface. Force-exertions to electrons lead 
into the elongation of their atoms. Exerting forces in surface-format to atom of solid 
behavior, when under transitional-state at controlled electronically-flat solution surface, 
change the potential energy of its electrons. The clamping energy knots to electrons 
stretch in the line of same direction. This is the orientational-based stretching of energy 
knots clamping electrons. So, their atom undertakes a uniform elongation behavior at 
both sides from the center [13]. This is the same case for atoms of 1D-array. The 
uniform elongations of atoms bind them in 1D-array. A ‘structure of smooth element’ 
relates to elongated-bound atoms of 1D-array [36]. 
Gold-atoms should evolve structures while exerting forces to their electrons in the 
grounded-format instead of surface-format. Thus, under the natural sort of mechanism 
of their binding, they should evolve structure instead of develop structure. Then, why 
gold atoms develop structure of monolayer and atoms of triangular-shape tiny particle 
experience force-exertions for their electrons in a surface-format? They develop a 
structure also known as hcp structure or two-dimensional structure. When atoms 
elongated or deformed, dynamics of electrons are in non-confinement, but they remain 
in energy knots under the clamping. So, electrons of transitional-state atoms experience 
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force in a different manner as compared to electrons when their atoms execute 
electron-dynamics in the original format of exerting forces. Electrons of transitional-state 
atoms are largely under the not precise clamping of their energy knots. So, the force-
exertions in the surface-format elongated their atom embedded in the tiny-lattice [13].  
However, in a case where gold atoms execute confined inter-state electron-
dynamics when they are in the neutral state, they evolve structure of grounded-format. 
So, when discussing about anisotropic shape of particles (or distorted shapes of 
particles) in any size, given energy to medium contributes in binding their atoms. This 
energy is resulted either through different pulse rates or through other means. The 
bound gold atoms in tiny-shaped particle were mostly in the re-crystallization state at 
instant of binding [1-5]. In the case where monolayer assembly is not compact, atoms 
do not develop tiny particle in the shape-like nano-energy [3]. In the case where gold 
atoms remain inside the solution surface, they do not shape tiny-sized particle in a 
monolayer triangular-shape [1]; many developed tiny-sized particles don’t show binding 
of atoms for a monolayer. 
Direct binding manner of atoms to develop a tiny particle of certain geometry is 
crucial. But, such tiny-shaped particles have been developed in auto-controlled setup 
[2-5]; tuned bipolar and unipolar pulses used to develop tiny particles in shape-like 
joined equilateral triangular-shape. The binding of atoms doesn’t obey the concept of 
van der Waals forces where atoms are thought to bind under three types of forces, 
namely, Keesom force (force between permanent dipoles), Debye force (force between 
permanent dipole and induced dipole) and London dispersion force (force between 
induced dipoles) [5]. Also, in atoms of any element, their binding is not under the 
concept of positive and negative charge, thus, the study doesn’t comply with the 
electrostatic interactions (Coulomb’s Law) [13]; atoms neither ionize on amalgamation 
(binding) nor prior to amalgamation (binding). The binding of atoms to evolve certain 
structures also don’t comply with the concepts of Bravais lattices [15].  
Under tuned energy supplied from the suitable input source, a block of shape of 
joined equilateral triangular-shape is developed from the monolayer assembly of gold 
atoms resting at controlled electronically-flat solution surface as it isolates the atoms in 
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own shape. In the case where a double-packet of nano-energy is supplied, a shape-like 
joined triangular-shape tiny particle is developed as shown in yellow colors in Figure 1. 
For a tuned bipolar pulse ON/OFF time, nano-energy supplied to compact monolayer of 
transitional-state atoms bind them into a joined triangular-shape. Here, atoms don’t 
execute their electron-dynamics to generate their binding energy. Electrons of 
transitional-state atoms are already in their infinitesimal displacement to upward sides of 
their clamped energy knots. Just on development of such shape building block of 
atoms, it is separated into two equilateral triangle-shaped tiny particles. But, under the 
tuned unipolar pulse mode, a tiny particle directly developed into triangular-shape as 
shown by atoms of distinctive color in Figure 1. In either case, these tiny-shaped 
particles are the building blocks of geometrical anisotropic particles.  
    
Figure 1: Different shapes nano-energy developing tiny particles of own shapes from transitional-state 
gold atoms when supplied to their compact monolayer assembly  
When the higher concentration of precursor was chosen as compared to the 
concentration chosen for tiny-shaped particles shown in Figure 1, gold atoms uplifted to 
solution surface under the reaction of entering force in the higher amount. A monolayer 
assembly of gold atoms at solution surface is shown in Figure 2 (a1). The block of 
bigger-sized tiny particles of joined equilateral triangular-shape is shown in Figure 2 
(a2). In Figure 2 (a3), tiny-shaped particles of joined triangular-shape separated into two 
Shape-like joined triangles 
developed from monolayer 
assembly on supplying nano-
energy of double-packet 
(joined triangles) 
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equilateral triangle-shaped tiny particles at the point of joining. A triangle-shaped tiny 
particle developed directly while supplying a packet of nano-energy over the atoms of 
compact monolayer assembly as shown in Figure 2 (a4). However, exceeded-level 
concentration of precursors (solid-natured atoms) may lead to form assembly of 
transitional-state atoms having disordered monolayer at solution surface [4]; depending 
on pulse ON/OFF time, tiny-shaped particles also developed in a different aspect ratio. 
  
Figure 2: (a1) monolayer assembly of re-crystallized gold atoms at solution surface, (a2) developing a 
joined triangle-shaped tiny particles under the supply of a double-packet nano-energy, (a3) separation of 
joined triangle-shaped tiny-sized particles into two equal equilateral triangle-shaped tiny particles under 
the exertion of a bit non-uniform  force along the poles of electrons at connected regions of their single-
atoms and (a4) a triangle-shaped tiny particle directly develops under the tuned unipolar pulse mode 
Figure 3 (a) shows the point of center of two side-to-side adjusted atoms of joined 
equilateral triangular-shape tiny particles. At their point of contact, they deal force-
exertion to their electrons along different poles under a bit perturbation as indicated by 
the black dot. Even with the same level force-exertion along east-west poles of the 
electrons at contact-point of bound atoms of tiny-shaped particles, they experience 
uneven (non-uniform) exertion of force. This can be because of different level force-
exertion along the north-south poles of electrons at point of contact of their atoms. In 
either way, a bit perturbed exertion of force along poles of electrons at point of contact 
of their atoms separates two joined tiny-shaped particles. The separated two equal 
equilateral triangle-shaped tiny particles are shown in Figure 3 (b). In tiny-shaped 
particles, it is quite indicative that they do own the three dimensions (sides) but don’t 
own the structure known as hcp structure or two-dimensional structure. The two 
connected (bound) atoms at the region of joined packets of nano-energy disregard the 
adhesiveness while experiencing the forces along poles of electrons under a bit 
a4 
a1 a3 a2 
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perturbation. Those atoms bound only at contact-point of two joined tiny-shaped 
particles. So, atoms at contact-point disconnected under the termination of 
adhesiveness. Tiny particles separated into two by retaining size and shapes are shown 
in Figure 3 (b). 
 
Figure 3: (a) a block of joined equilateral triangular-shape tiny particles showing the force-exertion 
under a bit perturbation to  electrons of single-atoms at contact-point (black circle) while resting at 
electronically-flat solution surface and under the action of force (b) joined equilateral triangular-shape tiny 
particles separated into two equal equilateral triangle-shaped tiny particles 
When atoms amalgamate at suitable leveled electronically-flat surface, they bind 
under the supply of energy (nano-energy). For binding of amalgamated atoms under the 
execution of electron-dynamics, they require certain level of heat energy, but the type of 
structure still depends on the mechanism of execution of electron-dynamics where 
electron (s) of the outer ring as per built-in gauge obey the type of dimension [15]. The 
availability of number of electrons in the outer ring of gold atom doesn’t allow it to 
develop (or evolve) hcp or 2D structures at different solution surfaces. The option left is 
now to think that why solid-natured atoms when in certain transition state develop (not 
evolve) tiny particles of different-dimension (in-plane) which are known in hcp or 2D 
structures. It is possible for gold atoms and atoms of other suitable elements having 
ground points below typical-leveled ground surface to develop structures at typical-
leveled ground surface. In this case, atoms mainly change the original state behavior for 
their re-crystallization state under varying potential energy of their electrons. On 
dissociation from their precursors, atoms of suitable elements undertake re-
crystallization state under decreasing the potential energy of electrons while reaching to 
the solution surface. Here, electrons of those atoms are more in the grip of exerting 
(b) 
Center of atom 
(a) 
East-poles 
West-poles Center of atom 
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forces in the surface-format. In the re-crystallization state of atoms, force and energy 
functioning at electron-level become different to original state behavior of those atoms. 
In the several performed studies of synthesizing tiny particles, the height of the solution 
surface along with process parameters was suited to atoms (of monolayer assembly) to 
attain re-crystallization state as atoms of 1D-arrays converted into structures of smooth 
elements [1-5]. Both in the case of solid- and gas-natured atom, different orientations of 
an electron under clamping energy knot when undertaking a recovery, a neutral, a re-
crystallization and a liquid state was discussed [8].  
 Gold atoms under transition state at controlled electronically-flat surface deal force in 
surface-format. Electrons adjust adjacently where those belonging to outer ring of atom 
enter in energy knots of unfilled states (of outer rings) of side-to-side coincided atoms. 
Prior to that their tiny particles develop under the supply of nano-energy where atoms of 
the monolayer assembly adhere to form 1D-arrays. So, atoms of a 1D-array kept bound 
permanently where their electrons became mostly inactive to execute dynamics for full 
gauge on entering in energy knots of unfilled states for side-to-side placed atoms. 
Atoms of triangle-shaped tiny particles elongate uniformly from their centers where 
electrons of the both sides experience forces along opposite poles. Therefore, 
stretching clamping energy knots to electrons also occur unidirectionally in the course of 
adjacent-orientation. Hence, atoms of 1D-arrays (of monolayer tiny-sized particle) 
convert into structures of smooth elements. The width of each structure of smooth 
element in the case of gold atoms becomes ~0.12 nm. So, width between two structures 
of smooth elements (flat-lines of the atoms) also becomes ~0.12 nm. However, under 
the forceful binding, a monolayer tiny-shaped particle developed at different regions of 
solution surface may deal different widths and inter-spacing distances of structures of 
smooth elements [5]. 
When the elongation rate of atoms belonging to 1D-array of monolayer tiny-shaped 
particle is less, the energy knots clamping electrons also stretch less as shown in Figure 
4 (a). In 1D-array of atoms, an atom coincides to the adjacent atoms dealing similar sort 
of behavior. The rate of orientational-based stretching of energy knots clamping 
electrons is less. However, when the elongation rate of atoms of 1D-array of monolayer 
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tiny particle is more, the energy knots clamping electrons also stretch more as shown in 
Figure 4 (b). At this instance, the rate of orientational-based stretching of energy knots 
clamping electrons is more. In the adjacent-orientation, electrons of outer rings of atoms 
attain orientations more side-to-side forming a uni-direction where their clamped energy 
knots stretch orientationally along the same axis; less for the case of Figure 4 (a) and 
more for the case of Figure 4 (b). So, less and more adjacent-orientations of electrons 
result in less and more elongations of their atoms, respectively. On elongation of atoms 
of tiny particle, it yet works as a one-unit where it deals the exertion of uniform force for 
each converted structure of smooth element. It deals the precise assembling to another 
structure of smooth element (belonging to another tiny-shaped particle) where, at the 
point of assembling, their exerting surface force is ended [36]. 
    
Figure 4: An equilateral triangle-shaped tiny particle shows structures of smooth elements of atoms of 
1D-arrays when they are (a) under the less elongation and when they are (b) under the more elongation; 
electrons of unidirectional atoms orientated adjacently for their arrays under the exertion of force in 
surface-format 
Once, a tiny particle of monolayer assembly is developed under re-crystallization 
state of atoms where nano-energy enables their binding, it goes into convert structure of 
1D-arrays into structure of smooth elements. In this context, many materials possess 
the ability to obey this mechanism of developing structures of smooth elements when 
their atoms attain re-crystallization state at required-level ground surface.  
In addition to the electron streams ejected on the splitting of argon atoms under the 
application of photonic current, photons change their features on leaving the inter-state 
electron gaps (photonic band gap). So, they align electrons of stretched energy knots to 
elongate atoms (of tiny particle) uniformly at air-solution interface. When inert gas atoms 
rightly split at the surface of underlying atoms should facilitate to release photons having 
(b)  (a)  
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forcing energy just close to the forcing energy of current as travelling photons enter to a 
new medium under the difference of less distance. The released photons under the 
splitting of inert gas atoms appear to have their forcing energy in the range of X-rays to 
light rays. Their discrete forcing energies in the range of X-rays to ultraviolet rays are 
suitable to straighten perturbed states of energy knots (lattices) of elongated atoms. 
This is through the alignment of electrons of perturbed states. Under the inward 
pressing of misaligned electrons of atoms their perturbed states straighten while dealing 
the power of each crest and trough of travelling forcing energy of featured-photons. So, 
a bit disordered structures of smooth elements come into order under the flatness of 
elongated atoms of 1D-arrays of a tiny-shaped particle. The forcing energy of travelling 
photons adjusted electrons of a bit perturbed states to flatten their atoms of 1D-array 
along the both sides at interface. A travelling photon is related to its forcing energy [14]. 
An adequate level of force-energy in both node (upper-portion) and antinode (lower-
portion) is found to be the part of travelling photon.  
The travelling photons are controlled by the influencing structure in a manner that 
they shape structure of smooth element in a better shape. As the electron states of 
atoms straightened at both sides of elongated atoms of 1D-arrays in a tiny-shaped 
particle, they aligned from both sides as well to overall shaped structures of smooth 
elements as shown in Figure 5 (a). Such developed structure of smooth elements not 
only in the shape of tiny-shaped particle, but also in the shapes of several large-sized 
shaped particles can be the real potential of future portable and non-portable 
technologies. They appear to deal the enhanced field of photons (per unit area or per 
unit volume) propagating or travelling in the different forcing energies. That is why, in 
tiny grains carbon films where more tiny grains converted to structure of smooth 
elements, they delivered enhanced field emission characteristics [6]. Widths of 
structures of smooth elements and their inter-spacing distance can be varied not only 
under the application of exerting force in surface-format [4], but also under the 
application of exerting forces in space- and grounded-formats [5].  
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Figure 5: (a) convertion of elongated atoms of 1D-array of equilateral triangle-shaped tiny particle into 
structures of smooth elements; double arrows show equal width of structure of smooth element and inter-
spacing distance, (b) formation of smooth element in side-to-side positioned two elongated atoms and (c) 
formation of structure of smooth element of slightly titled positioned elongated atoms under adequate 
forcing energies of the travelling photons along their interface 
Under increased orientational-based stretching of energy knots clamped electrons of 
gold atoms, they overlap to adjacent ones dealing similar sort of behavior in each 1D-
array of monolayer tiny particle as shown in Figure 5 (b) in the case of only two atoms. 
In the case of positional discrepancy in two elongated atoms where stretching of energy 
knots clamped electrons remained non-orientational-based, their alignment may be 
tuned under the force-energy of certain amount of travelling photons as shown in Figure 
5 (c). In fact, travelling photons of adequate forcing energies along the air-matter or air-
solution interface are just aligning electrons further adjacently not in a well order in 
already elongated atoms of 1D-arrays. This is by means of forcing energy of crests and 
troughs formed by unit-photons of travelling photons having discrete forcing energies 
along the air-solution interface. Thus, the deficiency to a certain extent either in the 
location of atoms or in the stretching of energy knots clamped electrons of atoms of 1D-
array can be accommodated through the continuously travelling of such photons.  
 The developed structures of smooth elements of triangle-shaped tiny particles pack 
under the exertion of forces in immersing-format. A localized gravity appeared, once 
they assembled into mono-layers shape-like hexagon as shown in Figure 6 (a) where 
force of the surface-format is ended. But each mono-layer nucleated through the 
packing of six triangle-shaped tiny particles at common-center where it is influenced by 
the gravity through which it goes one step down nucleating another mono-layer of 
Side-to-side positioned 
elongated atoms formed a 
flatten structure of smooth 
element 
(b) Slightly tilted positioned 
elongated atoms formed a 
slightly tilted structure of smooth 
element 
(c) 
~ 0.12 nm 
~ 0.12 nm 
Structure 
of smooth 
elements 
(a) 
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developing hexagon-shaped particle as shown in Figure 6 (b). So, certain electrons of 
elongated atoms under appropriate coinciding of their smooth elements results into the 
lateral engagement. They retain laterally-fitted bound mono-layers. When certain 
electrons undertake contraction of clamped energy knots just at below solution surface 
and certain electrons undertake expansion of clamped energy knots just at solution 
surface, they result into bind mono-layers of their structures of smooth elements [36]. 
    
Figure 6: (a) tiny-shaped particles having structure of smooth elements assembling at a common-point 
under the exertion of forces in immersing-format resulting into develop mono-layer of hexagonal-shape 
following by dealing localized gravity and (b) binding of structures of smooth elements of mono-layers to 
develop hexagon-shaped particle under lateral-orientation of suitable electrons (of filled states) while 
dealing clamping of certain unfilled energy knots 
A monolayer tiny particle of triangular-shape represents three-dimension in surface- 
format where atoms of re-crystallization state are bound. On elongation of atoms of 
each 1D-array of a tiny-shaped particle under the exertion of force in surface-format, 
they are converted into structures of smooth elements where they work as a one-unit to 
pack their triangular-shaped tiny particle. Assembling structures of smooth elements is 
under the exertion of forces in the immersing-format. A detailed study of different 
structures of smooth elements assembling under the exertion of forces in immersing-
format to develop high aspect ratios gold particles is given elsewhere [36]. Structures of 
smooth elements arriving from different regions of solution surface assemble to develop 
the mono-layer of a certain shape developing anisotropic particle dealing the localized 
gravity where, by going one step down, it results into bind to another mono-layer which 
just developed over to that under the mechanism of double clamping of energy knot to 
certain laterally-orientated electron. 
1st layer 
2nd layer 
3rd layer 
(b) 
(a) 
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Arresting or capturing of the tinniest mass called electrons by the suitably inter-
crossed force-energy (overt-photons) forming their prescribed number of states for each 
known element is related to atom [8]. Arresting or capturing of the suitable-natured few 
atoms under intrinsic and extrinsic force-energy behaviors is related to nanocrystals, 
tiny particles, tiny clusters or molecular-like structure. Arresting or capturing of the 
nanocrystals, tiny particles, tiny clusters or molecular-like structure under extrinsic force-
energy behaviors mainly is related to nanoparticles or particles. Building blocks which 
have been given several names in the literature such as nanocrystals, tiny particles, tiny 
clusters, molecular-like structure, etc. are very useful in various applications. Such 
building blocks are developed under packets of nano-energy where force in surface-
format plays a vital role to isolate them from the surrounding monolayer assembly of 
transitional-state atoms. Such tiny particles are appeared to be obtained in many ways 
to develop anisotropic particles by introducing the ligands, surfactant, or other related 
means in different processes discussed in the literature. They are remained the 
backbone of colloidal matter and physical chemistry. A triangle-shaped tiny particle of 
monolayer assembly imparts three-dimensional structure of surface-format prior to the 
elongation of atoms, which becomes the 1D structure of smooth elements once atoms 
elongated uniformly.  
Metallic nature atoms evolve structure in grounded-format [15]. But, here, they are 
working for geometrical shape (of tiny-sized particles) having three-dimension. In the re-
crystallization state, atoms of gold element and other suitable elements deal bare 
surface of energy knots clamping electron states which is required by the supplied 
energy to bind because of their identical nature. Tiny-metallic colloids when undertake 
binding of atoms collectively at solution surface or other suitable medium under the 
supply of nano-energy, they simultaneously elongate under the exerting force in 
surface-format. The elongation behavior of a single atom has been discussed 
elsewhere along with the deformation [13]. It is observable in Figure 1 (a-c) of study 
given elsewhere [1] that many atoms of tiny particles don’t elongate (or elongated a bit). 
A photon shape-like ‘Gaussian distribution of both ends turned’ is called a unit-
photon, which is generated on the execution of confined inter-state dynamics of the 
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electron belonging to outer ring of neutral state silicon atom for a forward-direction cycle 
or a reverse-direction cycle when required amount of heat energy is supplied [14]. 
However, atoms also execute electron-dynamics while their elongation or deformation 
where, instead of generating certain shape energy, they undertake (deal) plastically-
driven behaviors of their electrons. Plastically-driven behaviors of electrons are 
executed under their excess randomly-fashioned gained energies where they do not 
recover for their original shape of states because of the permanent distortion; different 
gained potential energy for different parts of an electron resulted into the stretching of 
(non-orientational-based) its clamped energy in non-recoverable manner. In the case of 
elongating atoms of tiny particle like triangular-shape, all atoms elongated uniformly. 
The stretching of energy knots clamping electron states remained orientational-based. 
In the case of deformation of atoms of monolayer tiny particle, they are also undertaking 
(dealing) stretching of energy knots clamping electron states but that is non-
orientational based. When the stretching of energy knots clamping states of electrons 
exceeds to a certain point, depending on the intrinsic nature of certain atom, a rupture 
point is reached where an atom starts to erode [13]. Thus, all these three-major atomic 
behaviours are related to their deteriorated (spoiled) electron-dynamics (elongation, 
deformation and erosion) and fall under the non-recoverable electron-dynamics. Again, 
word ‘electron states’ refers to those states of electrons which occupied their clamped 
energy knots undertaking (dealing) the stretching either in orientational manner or in 
non-orientational manner under the elongation or deformation of their atoms, 
respectively. In the case of elongation of atoms, stretching of energy knots clamped 
electrons deal overlapping from both sides to the adjacent ones dealing similar sort of 
behavior in 1D-array. In the case of atomic deformation, stretching of energy knots 
clamping electron states doesn’t take place in the same orientation.  
A monolayer tiny-sized particle where atoms don’t elongate uniformly, swelling in the 
texture is observed. Such atomic deformation depends on the impinging electron 
streams at mixed-orientations and, then, depends on striking electrons under scattered 
and random manner during the process of synergy. Thus, the packings of those tiny-
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sized particles developed in a shape other than a triangular-shape which resulted into 
the development of distorted particles or partially distorted particles [2]. 
It is expected that atoms of many elements when undertake re-crystallization state at 
a certain level of ground surface, they result into deal the elongation behavior under 
exerting forces in surface-format, so, they are also the candidates of developing vastly 
studied anisotropic particles, such as, in the case of Ag, Pt and Pd atoms. When atoms 
of binary phase translate tiny particles, they solicit more work to understand the process 
of development of geometric structure to a large extent.  
 In a different referred process, either known in their physical process or chemical 
process, system’s dynamics of developing different-featured tiny-sized particles (and, 
so, their large-sized particles) require their exploration at new grounds. On smooth and 
flat surface, atoms are bound to develop monolayer assembly side-by-side. So, atoms 
morph into tiny-shaped particle depending on the configuration of packets of nano-
energy. The same sort of procedure may be adopted to develop tiny-shaped particles of 
suitable atoms in other elements and without the involvement of surfactants and 
ligands, etc. The model system presents an insight on optimum results in terms of 
amalgamation of atoms to develop monolayer assembly followed by developing a 
mono-layer of developing anisotropic particle under the application of forces and then 
exertion of force in the form of gravity. 
 
3. Conclusions 
This study takes the edge to discuss fundamental understanding of developing triangle-
shaped tiny particles following by the elongation of transitional-state atoms of their 1D-
arrays at controlled electronically-flat surface. Binding of gold atoms and other solid-
atoms of suitable elements is originally in their grounded-format. But, their binding in a 
monolayer tiny-shaped particle is under the re-crystallization state when energy of tuned 
protocol is supplied to them. Prior to crop into a tiny geometrical tiny particle, atoms 
formed compact monolayer assembly at required surface level of the solution surface. 
Both bipolar and unipolar pulses under tuned ON/OFF times can release packets of 
nano-energy which bind atoms of compact monolayer assembly in a triangular-shape. 
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Atoms of triangle-shaped tiny particle orientate their electrons adjacently under the 
exertion of forces along their opposite poles.  So, at electronically-flat solution surface, 
atoms of 1D-arrays form structures of smooth elements.  
In the case of any discrepancy in misalignment of electrons of elongated atoms 
within the array, travelling photons of adequate forcing energy align them, shaping them 
further into a flattened structure of smooth element. In tiny-shaped particles, developed 
structures of smooth elements possess equal inter-spacing distance along with 
individual width. They assemble adjacent-wise at common-centre on reaching from the 
different regions of the solution surface. A shaped mono-layer constituting structures of 
smooth elements deals localized gravity by downing one-layer down to develop a 
particle of anisotropic shape. 
In the separation of joined triangle-shaped tiny particles into two, electron of suitable 
region of one-side atom (at the point of connection) experiences force under a bit 
perturbation as compared to electron of suitable region of other-side atom (at the point 
of connection). Atoms of 1D-arrays forming monolayer tiny-shaped particles elongate 
uniformly from their centers. The stretching of clamping energy knots to their electrons 
is equally along the opposite poles because of the established potential energy under 
the re-crystallization state. So, electrons of elongated atoms align adjacently under the 
uniform exertion of force in surface-format. 
The binding of gold atoms at individual basis is under the execution of electron-
dynamics where they deal ground point at below ground surface resulting into the 
development of certain dimension structure but, in this way, developing their monolayer 
triangle-shaped tiny particles is not viable. Travelling photons pressed inward to bit 
perturbed filled state electrons of elongated atoms under the forcing energy to further 
flatten their structure of smooth element.  
Overall, tiny-shaped particles solicit suitable amount of atoms’ amalgamation per 
unit area at required surface-level of solution along with tuned protocol of supplied 
nano-energy. These investigations are feasible in all suitable materials under their pre-
determined and tailored conditions. Such a model system is viable in atoms of different 
elements, size ranging from nanometre to micron(s). Thus, this study may become the 
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real potential to explore the future of nano- and micro-sized devices in the diversified 
class of materials. So, to express nanoscience, a thorough investigation is required as 
the exerting forces are working with the natural domain explaining roles to scheme for a 
structure.  
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